ABSTRACT: Multivariate metal−organic frameworks (MTV-MOFs) contain multiple linker types within a single structure. Arrangements of linkers containing different functional groups confer structural diversity and surface heterogeneity and result in a combinatorial explosion in the number of possible structures. In this work, we carried out high-throughput computational screening of a large number of computer-generated MTV-MOFs to assess their CO 2 capture properties using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations. The results demonstrate that functionalization enhances CO 2 capture performance of MTV-MOFs when compared to their parent (unfunctionalized) counterparts, and the pore size plays a dominant role in determining the CO 2 adsorption capabilities of MTV-MOFs irrespective of the combinations of the three functional groups (−F, −NH 2 , and −OCH 3 ) that we investigated. We also found that the functionalization of parent MOFs with small pores led to larger enhancements in CO 2 uptake and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity than functionalization in larger-pore MOFs. Free energy contour maps are presented to visually compare the influence of linker functionalization between frameworks with large and small pores. M etal−organic frameworks (MOFs) have received great attention in recent years as potential adsorbents for gas separation due to their unique properties, including extremely large surface area, high porosity, facile tunability, and structural diversity.
M
etal−organic frameworks (MOFs) have received great attention in recent years as potential adsorbents for gas separation due to their unique properties, including extremely large surface area, high porosity, facile tunability, and structural diversity. 1 Most MOFs reported to date consist of one type of inorganic node and one type of organic linker. However, paddlewheel MOFs with two types of linkers have been known for many years, 2, 3 and a wider variety of mixed-component MOFs with different linkers, metals, or functionalities have been reported more recently; 4 for example, multivariate (MTV)-MOFs reported by Deng and co-workers are synthesized based on a variety of organic linkers 5 and/or metal nodes. 6 The tremendous structural diversity of MTVMOFs greatly expands the total number of possible MOFs and increases the possibility of discovering high-performing MOFs for environmental applications, such as CO 2 capture.
It has been reported that the properties of MTV-MOFs are not simple, linear combinations of the properties of monolinker MOFs. 1 Deng and co-workers found a MTV-MOF that exhibited a 4-fold enhancement in its CO 2 /CO selectivity compared with its best monolinker counterpart from 18 synthesized multivariate MOF-5 analogues. 5 The discovery led to growing research interest in the synthesis of MTVMOFs. Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements show that different spatial distributions (i.e., random, alternating, and clustered) of functional groups arise in MTV-MOFs. 7 These arrangements are influenced by interactions between the functional groups. 1 Further, the distribution of functional groups was shown to affect gas adsorption. 7 Katzenmeyer and co-workers adopted a more direct approach, the photothermal induced resonance (PTIR) technique, to identify the heterogeneous and homogeneous domains of MTV-MOFs in high resolution. 8 Recently, the detailed arrangement of functionalities inside of frameworks was also investigated by integrated experimental and computational studies. 9, 10 Modeling and computation play important roles in revealing the origin of the enhanced adsorption performance in MTV-MOFs. For example, Han et al. attributed the higher CO 2 uptake in a functionalized MTV-MOF (i.e., MOF-5-NO 2 − NH 2 ) predicted from grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations to the enhanced electrostatic interaction with linkers and the tighter geometry given by the smaller pore volume. 11 Similarly, the increased CO 2 uptake observed in MTV-MOFs functionalized by two different amino acid (AA) side chains was also ascribed to the CO 2 −AA interaction in computational work by Drummond et al. 12 A molecular simulation study by McDaniel and co-workers elucidated that the enhancement of adsorption in mixed-linker MOFs originated from the synergistic interactions of adsorbates with multiple linkers. 13 Although the conventional one-pot synthesis strategy works well for MTV-MOFs consisting of different linkers of the same length, 5, 7, 14 MTV-MOFs with mixed linkers of varying lengths are more difficult to synthesize by a one-pot synthesis strategy. 15−17 To overcome this challenge, Yuan and coworkers developed a novel "sequential linker installation" approach enabling precise positioning of functional groups in mixed-linker MTV-MOFs, 15 opening a new opportunity in the development of improved MTV-MOF adsorbents.
In addition to synthetic challenges, another challenge is to predict which combination of linkers for a MTV-MOF will synergistically yield a top performer. Due to the ability to choose multiple linkers, the very large, combinatorial number of possible MOFs is intensified for MTV-MOFs. High-throughput computational screening, whereby structure models are built on a computer and molecular simulations are subsequently carried out to rapidly evaluate the performance of generated structures, has been successfully employed for selecting high-performing MOF candidates for CO 2 capture, 18, 19 SO 2 and NO x separation from flue gas, 20 methane 21 and hydrogen 22 storage, and noble gas separation. 23, 24 By predicting a performance ranking of materials prior to synthesis, such high-throughput computational screening can focus experimental efforts on the most promising candidates. This provides a practical means to accelerate the discovery of high-performing materials from a large number of possible MTV-MOFs. However, for MTVMOFs, the identification of structure−property relationships is complicated because of the lack of performance data for a large number of MTV-MOFs with diverse structural features. In this work, we systematically generated ∼10 000 hypothetical MTV-MOF structures and conducted high-throughput computational screening of these materials for CO 2 capture. By analyzing the performance data, we reveal insights into the dependence of functionalization-enhanced CO 2 capture performance on the pore size of the MOFs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in silico screening study of MTV-MOFs.
We constructed 10 995 MTV-MOFs with mixed, functionalized linkers and 560 of their unfunctionalized parent counterparts, consisting of 490 three-linker MOFs and 70 two-linker MOFs. For construction of the functionalized MTV-MOF database, we first selected 20 organic linkers that can be functionalized and 1 unfunctionalizable linker that could form a MOF with pcu topology with copper paddlewheel nodes ( Figure 1 ). For the linker selection, we only selected linkers that are not too bulky, with the aim of avoiding steric hindrance with neighboring linkers. Our approach to construct the structures was based on a previously reported method by Wilmer and co-workers, 21 but we eliminated the random functionalization step and instead prepared functionalized linkers prior to MOF construction. To achieve the highest degree of surface heterogeneity, each functionalized MTV-MOF consisted of three different linkers, with three functional groups of varying sizes: −F, −NH 2 , and −OCH 3 . For comparison, 10 "monolinker" MOFs were also constructed using the unfunctionalized linkers, where the carboxylate and 
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Letter nitrogen-terminated linkers contained the same central backbone (e.g., linker 6C with linker 4N in Figure S1 ). All MTVMOFs of pcu topology that we generated exhibited an alternating spatial distribution of functionalities in the frameworks (as shown in Figure 1 ) to maximize synergistic effects that may arise (i.e., linkers of a given type are not clustered). See the Supporting Information (SI) for more details about the database generation.
Following the MTV-MOF database generation, we screened the database using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the advantage of combining multiple linkers in constructing MOFs for CO 2 capture. Figure 2 shows the CO 2 capacity and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity for the monolinker MOFs, the parent (unfunctionalized) MTV-MOFs, and the functionalized MTV-MOFs. The comparison between the monolinker MOFs (green) and parent MTV-MOFs (blue) shows that higher CO 2 capacity and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity can be achieved by introducing an additional type of organic linker into these MOFs. More importantly, comparison of the parent (blue) and functionalized (pink) MTV-MOFs shows that both CO 2 capacity and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity are further improved by functionalization of linkers. This is consistent with experimental observations of improved performance in monolinker MOFs upon functionalization, 25, 26 in which both Zr-NDC 25 and ZIFs 26 consisting of functionalized organic linkers exhibit enhanced CO 2 uptake and increased selectivity toward CO 2 compared with their unfunctionalized counterparts. Selected top-performing functionalized MTV-MOFs are shown in Figure S3 , including the MOFs exhibiting the highest CO 2 capacity, the highest CO 2 /N 2 selectivity, and the most significant enhancement in their CO 2 capacity or CO 2 /N 2 selectivity upon functionalization. Figure 2 also shows that the void fraction generally decreases with functionalization due to the additional space occupied by replacing hydrogen with bulkier functional groups.
On the basis of the data generated from the screening, the MTV-MOF database can provide insight into whether the pore shape and size of a MOF or specific functional groups are responsible for the improvement of the CO 2 capture performance in functionalized versus unfunctionalized MOFs. In regard to the pore shape, because all MTV-MOFs in this work exhibit pcu topology, if all three linkers of a MOF have a similar length, the pore has a cubic shape, and if the variance in the lengths of the three linkers is large, the pore has a cuboid shape. We find that MTV-MOFs with cuboid-shaped pores exhibit both higher CO 2 adsorption capacity and higher CO 2 /N 2 selectivity than the ones with cube-shaped pores ( Figure S4 ). To understand whether this enhancement originates from the pore shape or from the presence of specific functional groups in the frameworks that are correlated with the linker lengths, we categorized the structures in the MTV-MOF database into 16 groups according to the combination of functional groups (Table 1) . Each functionalized MTV-MOF is composed of three types of linkers, and each linker carries one type of functional group (i.e., three types of functional groups in total), except linker 1C, which cannot be functionalized ( Figure S1 ). Note that only the combinationnot the permutationof three functional groups defines the combination type. For example, NH 2 −F−OCH 3 , F−NH 2 −OCH 3 , OCH 3 −F−NH 2 , and NH 2 −OCH 3 −F are equivalent combination types. Therefore, there are 10 possible combinations of functional groups for MOFs consisting of three types of functionalized linkers and six for MOFs consisting of two functionalized linkers and the one unfunctionalizable linker 1C. Note that linker 1C is also the shortest among the 21 linkers used for the database construction.
In order to explore the correlation between the adsorption performance and the combination of functional groups, Figure  3 According to previous experimental and theoretical studies based on monolinker MOFs, smaller pore size is beneficial for improving adsorption separation performance of MOFs, 18, 26 which is consistent with the results for mixed-linker MTVMOFs from this work. Taking these results into consideration, the underlying reason that the MTV-MOFs of types 11−16 with cuboid-shaped pores show significantly better CO 2 capture performance than those with cube-shaped pores is likely the smaller pore size of the MOFs with cuboid-shaped pores. The analysis also suggests that, while the specific combination of functional groups may play an important role in some cases in determining the CO 2 capture performance of MTV-MOFs, the pore size also plays an important, sometimes dominating, role.
Another way to classify the MTV-MOFs is according to the 560 families of parent structures. Figure 4 shows the average CO 2 capacity and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity of the 560 families of functionalized MTV-MOFs plotted against those of their parent counterparts without any functionalization. The results show that, in each family, every functionalized derivative exhibits better CO 2 /N 2 selectivity than its parent counterpart and all of the functionalized derivatives show higher CO 2 capacity than their parent structures, except the seven MTV-MOFs of types 13, 15, and 16 with LCDs between 5 and 6.5 Å that are shown in Table S1 . The underlying reasons are 2-fold: (i) CO 2 adsorption in small pores could be already saturated at 1 bar The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters
Letter and thus the effect of enhanced interactions is negligible and (ii) additional functional groups occupy space, which reduces the CO 2 uptake. This is consistent with an experimental observation from Babarao and co-workers, where they reported that functionalized IRMOF-9 shows a reduction in CO 2 uptake at 298 K and 1 bar when compared with the parent IRMOF-9. 27 The authors showed that the pendent functional groups blocked CO 2 molecules from entering a small pore in the parent interpenetrated MOF that was the most favorable for CO 2 adsorption. It should be noted that the MOF exhibiting the highest CO 2 adsorption performance of one family may have a different combination type of functional groups from the top performer of another family (Table S2) , implicating the minor role of the functional group combination, as shown in Figure 3 .
The dependence of CO 2 capture performance on the LCD is depicted via color in Figure 4 . In general, the larger the LCD of the MTV-MOFs, the smaller the enhancement in their CO 2 adsorption capacity and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity. Specifically, there is little improvement in CO 2 capture performance upon functionalization for MOFs with LCDs above 12 Å, and for smaller LCDs, the enhancement in CO 2 adsorption capacity and selectivity becomes more apparent. The CO 2 adsorption capacity of functionalized MTV-MOFs can reach approximately twice that of the parent MOF when the LCD is below 12 Å. Figure 4a shows some evidence that when the average LCD values are below 6 Å (orange points), the enhancement in CO 2 uptake becomes marginal. This is because the pore space is already saturated with CO 2 molecules at the partial pressure of interest for MOFs with small pores, and additional functional Figure 3 . Boxplots of (a) CO 2 uptake, (b) CO 2 /N 2 selectivity, (c) CO 2 heat of adsorption, and (d) LCD of each group categorized based on the combination type of functional groups in our MTV-MOF database. The CO 2 uptake and selectivity were calculated as in Figure 2 . The CO 2 heat of adsorption was calculated at 1 bar and 298 K. The horizontal line in the rectangular box denotes the median value of the group. The lower and upper boundaries of the rectangular box represent the lower (first quartile or Q1) and upper (third quartile or Q3) hinge, respectively. The lower and upper bars represent the lower (minimum, which is calculated as Q1 − 1.5 × the interquartile range (IQR) that spans the first quartile to the third quartile range (IQR = Q3 − Q1)) and upper (maximum, which is calculated as Q3 + 1.5 × IQR) fence, respectively. The points above or below the upper and lower fence are considered outliers, which are more than three times the IQR above the third quartile or below the first quartile. 
Letter groups simply lead to reduced CO 2 uptake due to reduced pore volume or blockage of pores. 27 Considering the effect of pore size on the CO 2 /N 2 selectivity in Figure 4b , the selectivity continues to increase for functionalized MTV-MOFs when compared with the parent structures even for small pore sizes, which is likely due to the increased potential well overlap in small pores. 28, 29 From the structures that we generated, the highest enhanced CO 2 /N 2 selectivity is approximately three times that of the parent MOF. Figure S7a shows that the increase in CO 2 heat of adsorption upon functionalization also depends on the pore size. In general, we find that if the pore of the parent MOF is small (i.e., 7−11 Å), the functionalization leads to a large increase in the CO 2 heat of adsorption, adsorption capacity, and CO 2 /N 2 selectivity. However, when the pore size of the parent MOF is less than 6 Å, functionalization reduces the CO 2 uptake because the pore volume decreases. Nevertheless, the CO 2 /N 2 selectivity of functionalized MOFs increases with decreasing pore size in the materials studied here.
To illustrate the changes in the adsorbent−adsorbate interactions at specific sites within parent versus functionalized structures, we chose two representative pairs of parent and functionalized MTV-MOFs and computed the excess free energy landscape of an adsorbed CO 2 molecule (see Figure 5 and the SI for details). The parent MOF in the first pair of MTV-MOFs (Figure 5a ,b) has a relatively small LCD (9.8 Å), and the parent for the second pair (Figure 5c,d ) has a relatively large LCD (15.0 Å). For the small-pore MOF, we can see an increase in the volume of the attractive region (contours at −15 kJ/mol in orange, −10 kJ/mol in yellow) after functionalization. In addition, the adsorption sites at the metal corners (−20 kJ/mol in red) are significantly enhanced, and the affinity of the entire surface for CO 2 molecules becomes stronger. On the other hand, the free energy contour maps of parent and functionalized MTV-MOFs with the large pore (Figure 5c,d) show no highly attractive region (in red or orange) displayed in either framework. We see only a marginal influence of the functional groups on the internal environment for a CO 2 molecule in this framework through the slight increase in volume of the moderately attractive region (yellow). These pairs of examples visually underscore our observations in Figure  4 .
In summary, we explored the chemical space of a class of MTV-MOFs by constructing a database of ∼10 000 hypothetical MTV-MOF structures with mixed linkers and mixed functional groups and conducted a high-throughput computational screening to identify high-performing candidates for CO 2 capture. Our results provide insights into the role of functional groups in CO 2 capture performance. We demonstrated that functionalization increases the CO 2 /N 2 selectivity over the parent MOF in every case, and functionalization also increases the CO 2 capacity over the parent structure in most cases. The magnitude of the enhancement is more significant for MTVMOFs with small pores. For MOFs whose pores are so small that adding functional groups occupies scarce space for a CO 2 molecule to sit or blocks accessibility to small pores present in the parent MOF, gas adsorption is reduced upon functionalization, as also found by Babarao et al. 27 This work reveals that the pore size and the size of the functional groups can be just as important as the chemical nature of the functional groups in determining the CO 2 adsorption performance of MTV-MOFs. This insight should be useful in choosing parent MOFs with suitable pore sizes when designing MTV-MOFs with improved performance. Although only pcu topology was considered in this work, we believe that our conclusions on the dominant role of the pore size will likely hold true for MTV-MOFs of other topologies. We make our database of MTV-MOF structures and corresponding simulated CO 2 uptakes openly available as SI to motivate the experimental synthesis and testing of top candidates for CO 2 
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